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Nonlinear spectroscopy and optical phase conjugation in cold cesium atoms

J. W. R. Tabosa, S. S. Vianna, and F. A. M. de Oliveira
Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, 50670-901 Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil

~Received 10 May 1996!

We have employed a sample of cold cesium atoms in a magneto-optical trap to study nonlinear spectroscopy
and four-wave-mixing optical phase conjugation using a noncycling transition. Reflectivities of the order of 1%
have been measured for moderate levels of pump power and large angular aperture. In particular, we have
performed nonlinear spectroscopy in a three-levelV-type system and observed directly the ac Stark splitting of
the cesium 6S1/2, F54 ground state.@S1050-2947~97!08903-8#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Hz, 42.65.Hw
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The ability to cool and confine neutral atoms at very lo
temperatures has open new avenues to perform nonlinea
tical experiments in a domain where Doppler and tran
broadening can be strongly reduced, thus allowing the r
ization of extremely high-resolution measurements@1–5#. In
this domain a number of nonlinear optical effects, which
often hidden in thermal atomic vapors due to the veloc
average, can be easily evidenced. Another major differe
associated with the atom-laser interaction is related to
fact that with cold atoms all the atoms contribute efficien
to the signal, whereas in a Doppler-broadened medium o
a small group of velocities are resonant with the laser li
therefore leading to a reduction in the observed effect. A
as we will describe later, cold atoms in a magneto-opti
trap ~MOT! is a very appropriate medium to perform wav
mixing spectroscopy using noncycling transitions~i.e., a
transition which does not conserve the total population!. It is
well known that optical pumping prevents the observation
degenerate four-wave mixing~DFWM! using noncycling
transitions in alkali metals@6#. Although some methods hav
been developed to overcome this limitation@7,8#, we are able
to observe DFWM signals with an efficiency several ord
of magnitude higher in the MOT. This consequently i
creases the applicability of DFWM either as a spectrosco
tool or as a sensitive method to investigate other phys
phenomena, such as optical pumping@9# and atomic diffu-
sion @10#.

In this work we have employed a sample of cold cesi
atoms obtained from a MOT to investigate four-wave-mixi
optical phase conjugation using a noncycling transition, a
in particular to perform nonlinear spectroscopy in a thr
level V-type system. Although other recent works have
ported on the observation of DFWM and nearly DFWM
cold atoms@11–13#, those experiments were done using
cycling transition, where depletion of population of the i
teracting ground state due to optical pumping is stron
reduced. On the other hand, since most of the trapp
schemes employ the same cycling transition to cool and c
fine the atoms, one often has to switch off these beams w
measuring the DFWM signal in order to avoid saturati
effects induced by the trapping beams. The possibility
performing nonlinear spectroscopy and DFWM in cold a
trapped atoms, using an atomic transition different from
trapping one will certainly be important not only for offerin
us a way to monitor separately the role of saturation ass
551050-2947/97/55~4!/2968~5!/$10.00
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ated with different laser beams on a specific atomic state,
also to study the dynamics of trap itself. For example, in
present work a simple pump-probe experiment performed
a MOT allows us to observe directly the ac Stark splitting
the cesium 6S1/2, F54 ground state, associated with th
strongly saturating trapping beams. We should mention h
that the effect of the trapping beams of a MOT on the grou
state of cesium was previously observed by Georgiadeset al.
@5#, through the two-photon excitation of the 6S1/2-6D5/2 ce-
sium transition.

Our experiment was performed using cold atoms obtai
from a four-beam magneto-optical trap as described pr
ously in Ref.@14#. However, in order to increase the numb
of trapped atoms we have added to this trapping scheme
pair of molasses beams, with parallel linear polarizati
along the transverse direction@15#. Figure 1 shows the hy-
perfine splitting of the cesium 6S1/2 and 6P3/2 states and
indicates the relevant energy levels for trapping and for
ing the spectroscopic investigation. The trapping beams
supplied by a stabilized Ti:sapphire laser and are detune
about 12 MHz below the resonance frequency of the ces

FIG. 1. Relevant energy levels of cesium (133Cs! involved in the
experiment.vT andvP indicate the frequency of the trapping an
the probe beams, respectively.
2968 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 2969NONLINEAR SPECTROSCOPY AND OPTICAL PHASE . . .
cycling transition 6S1/2, F5426P3/2, F855 at l5852
nm. A long external cavity diode laser@16# tuned into reso-
nance with the 6S1/2,F5326P3/2,F853 or 4 transition, re-
cycles the population lost to the hyperfine level 6S1/2,
F53 of the cesium ground state. The trap is loaded dire
from a vapor cell at room temperature@17#. Typically the
number of trapped atoms, estimated by measuring the fl
rescence emitted by the atomic cloud using a calibrated p
todiode, is about 107 atoms.

Our first set of measurements consisted in measuring
probe beam absorption spectrum of the trapped cesium
oms around the noncycling transition 6S1/2, F5426P3/2,
F854, which is 251 MHz from the cycling transition, a
indicated schematically in Fig. 1. The probe beam is p
vided by a grating stabilized diode laser, with a spectral li
width less than 1 MHz and tunable over all the cesium D
pler width of ;500 MHz. The probe beam is made ve
weak and focused through the trap with a waist much sma
than the trap size (;1 mm!. For a fixed trapping beam de
tuning and under the condition of strong trapping beams
citation, Fig. 2 shows a typical probe beam absorption sp
trum which clearly reveals the dynamic Stark splitting of t
cesium 6S1/2, F54 ground state. We have measured t
Stark splitting for different values of the trapping beams
tensities and detunings. In Fig. 3 we have plotted this sp
ting as a function of the generalized Rabi frequency ass
ated with the variation of the total intensity of the trappi
beams. For a total trapping beam intensityI T and frequency
detuningd, the generalized Rabi frequency can be written
V5GA(d/G)21I T /I S, whereG/2p55.3 MHz is the cesium
natural linewidth of the excited state andI S is the average
saturation intensity of the cycling transition. For very hig
intensities the Stark splitting is known to vary linearly wi
the generalized Rabi frequency. By considering the la

FIG. 2. Probe beam absorption spectrum around the ces
noncycling transition 6S1/2,F5426P3/2,F854, in the presence o
the strongly saturating trapping beams, detuned below the reso
frequency of the cycling transition 6S1/2,F5426P3/2,F855.
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spread in the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients within t
F542F855 manifold, we have used a value ofI S52.5
mW/cm2, which corresponds to an average over all the Z
man sublevels@18#. In the plot of Fig. 3 all the measure
trapping laser powers have been scaled by a fa
a;0.25, which accounts for the uncertainty in determini
the laser intensity in the trapping region as well as the sa
ration intensity. The solid line corresponds to a linear b
fitting. For a fixed intensity of the trapping beams we al
have measured the Stark splitting for different values of
detuningd and observed the same type of linear depende
with the generalized Rabi frequency. Although the pro
beam absorption spectrum can be obtained with a full den
matrix calculation@19#, we can qualitatively interpret ou
results in the context of the dressed-atom model@20,21#. In
this approach, the intense trapping beams coupled to
atomic cycling transitionF542F855, gives rise to succes
sive doublets of dressed states. The doublet around the
sium ground state is coupled to the unperturbed excited s
6P3/2,F854, by the probe beam. The frequency splitting
the dressed states in each manifold is given by the gene
ized Rabi frequency. Furthermore, for the trapping laser
tuned below the atomic resonance, the two dressed stat
the doublet have unequal populations, with the lower dres
state being more populated@21#. This fact also explains
qualitatively the different peak amplitudes observed in
probe spectrum. As suggested in reference@20# this differ-
ence of population in the dressed states can be used to
duce population inversion and consequently gain in the

m

ant FIG. 3. Dependence of the measured ac Stark splitting a
function of the generalized Rabi frequencyV/2p normalized to the
cesium natural linewidth of the excited state,G/2p55.3 MHz. The
average saturation intensity isI S52.5 mW/cm2 and the scaling
factora;0.25 is determined by adjusting the measured Stark sp
ting to the generalized Rabi frequency in just one point. The so
line corresponds to a linear best fitting.
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tical region. This could be achieved by the introduction
another strong pump field that is resonant with the transi
between the more populated dressed state and the u
turbed excited stateF854 or another higher excited stat
The strong pump field will tend to equalize the population
these two states leading to a population inversion at the
quency of the other coupled transition, i.e., the transit
between the involved excited state and the less popul
dressed state. We are currently investigating this gain me
nism in our system. We should note that this population
version occurs in the absence of any incoherent pump
mechanism into the excited state. Therefore, this is differ
from the inversion predicted in other types of three-leveV
systems where the inversion is achieved through the p
ence of an incoherent spontaneous decay which trans
population between the two excited states of the three-le
system@22#. It is worth mentioning that under the same e
perimental conditions the measured probe beam spec
around the cycling transition also reveals the well-kno
Mollow’s gain of the order of 10%@23#. This gain mecha-
nism can also be interpreted as a result of stimulated e
sion between dressed states with inverted population@24#.

We have also investigated the generation of optical ph
conjugation by DFWM in the trapped cesium atoms. In ord
to observe the phase conjugate signal we have added an
pair of counterpropagating pump beams, the forward (F) and
the backward (B) beams, forming a small angle (u;3 °)
with the direction of the probe beam (P), as indicated in the
inset of Fig. 4. The pump beams are provided by the sa
grating stabilized diode laser and have the same freque
and the same linear polarization as the probe beam. To
vent optical feedback from the backward beam, we h
used an optical isolator in the output of the diode laser. T

FIG. 4. Four-wave-mixing phase-conjugate spectrum, show
the peaks around the cyclingF542F855 and the noncycling
F542F854 cesium transitions. Inset: Experimental geometry
observing the phase-conjugate signal.
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forward and the retroreflected backward pump beams h
approximately the same power of 24mW and the same beam
waist of ;500 mm. The probe beam has a power of 1
mW and is focused to a beam waist of;200 mm. Under
these conditions, Fig. 4 shows the DFWM spectrum ver
the degenerate laser frequencyvp , for a broad frequency
scan. As indicated in the figure, the peaks are associated
the cycling F542F855 and the noncycling
F542F854 transitions. It is worth noticing that when th
intense pump beams are resonant with the noncycling t
sition, a large increase in the population depletion of
absorbing ground state 6S1/2, F54, occurs, due to the in
creasing of the optical pumping rate to the nonabsorb
ground state 6S1/2,F53. We have verified that the presenc
of the DFWM beams around the noncycling transition
duces the trap absorption coefficient by approximately 30
Nevertheless, under the above condition, we have been
to observe efficient generation of phase conjugate sig
around the noncycling transition with reflectivity of order
1%. The phase conjugate~PC! beam, which propagates i
the opposite direction of the probe beam, is reflected b
50:50 beam splitter and detected directly with a photodio
without the need of employing any synchronous detect
system. By retroreflecting the probe beam we can ea
align the phase-conjugate beam and calibrate the photodi
For the spectrum shown in Fig. 4 the total trapping pow
used was about 80 mW.

In order to eliminate the contribution to the observ
phase-conjugate signal around the cycling transition ass
ated with the pair of counterpropagating transverse trapp
beams, we slightly misalign these beams, thus introducin
mismatch that averages the corresponding signal to z
@11#. It is worth mentioning here that the phase-conjug
signal associated with the trapping beams has a com
spectral structure that reveals the presence of a narrow r
nance associated to Raman processes in the ground
@1,2,11# and also broader resonances around the Mollo
spectrum. In particular, we have observed a resonant
hancement of the phase-conjugate signal, when the p
frequency is scanned around the spectral region corresp
ing to the Mollow’s gain.

Although a density-matrix calculation for the DFWM sig
nal around the noncycling transition, in the limit of hig
intensity of the trapping beams, also reveals the ac S
splitting of the ground state, we have estimated that the r
between the two peaks of the DFWM signal around the n
cycling transition is about three orders of magnitude sma
than that predicted for the peaks in the probe absorp
spectrum. This essentially explains why we have just
served a single peak in the DFWM spectrum.

As we have mentioned, DFWM around a noncycling tra
sition have been observed previously by Knize and
workers @7,8#, in a thermal cesium vapor. In their exper
ments they have strongly reduced the effect of opti
pumping either by introducing a repumping laser similar
the one we have in the magneto-optical trap, or by mak
use of the atom-wall collision process which considera
increases the relaxation rate between the two hyperfine le
of the cesium ground state. However the measured reflec
ity under the condition of their experiments is very low a
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55 2971NONLINEAR SPECTROSCOPY AND OPTICAL PHASE . . .
ranges from 1025 to 1026, a value which should be com
pared with the 1022 reflectivity measured in our cesium tra

For a fixed trapping beam intensity, Fig. 5 shows t
variation of the phase-conjugate signal with the square of
power of the DFWM pump beams, around the noncycl
transition. As can be seen, the nonlinear behavior indic
that saturation of the third-order susceptibilityx (3) is occur-
ring. That this observed saturation is not due to a decreas
the number of atoms in the trap, was experimentally chec
by measuring simultaneously the trap absorption. For
same range of pump power the DFWM signal at the cycl
transition was observed to vary linearly. The presence
saturation in the four-wave-mixing process indicates t
higher-order multiwave mixing processes can be observ
In principle, one can employ a spatial resolved technique
monitor separately each higher-order term of the nonlin
polarization induced in the cold atomic sample@25#. How-

FIG. 5. Dependence of the DFWM signal with the square of
pump beams power, for the noncycling transition. Inset: Angu
dependence of the DFWM signal around the noncycling transit
le
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ever, we have observed that for very high intensity of t
DFWM beams the signal around the cycling transition
strongly enhanced while the signal at the noncycling tran
tion drops rapidly due to optical pumping.

In the inset of Fig. 5 we show the angular dependence
the DFWM signal around the noncycling transition. Diffe
ently from the case of Doppler-broadened system where
DFWM signal decreases very rapidly with the angular ap
ture @26#, we were able to observe efficient DFWM fo
pump-probe angle as large as 45 °. As it is well known@26#,
the DFWM signal can be interpreted as a result of the d
fraction of one of the pump beam into an interference grat
induced in the medium by the other incident beams. In
Doppler-broadened system the induced grating is comple
washed out due to the atomic motion for short grating peri
i.e., large pump-probe angleu. However, observing that in
the trap the atoms are moving so slow that the time it ta
for an atom to move a grating period is much longer than
excited-state lifetime, the washing out of the grating will
strongly reduced. Although there is a small decrease in
DFWM signal due to the variation in the overlapping vo
ume, we have verified that this is not enough to explain
observed angular dependence. We also should note tha
trap scheme is not isotropic so the angular dependence c
also reflect the anisotropy either in its spatial or veloc
distributions, as well as some dynamics aspects assoc
with the relaxation time of the ground state@27#. We are
currently investigating the physical origin for the angul
dependence of the DFWM signal both theoretically and
perimentally.

In conclusion, we have observed efficient generation
optical phase-conjugate signal around a noncycling transi
using cold and trapped cesium atoms in a four-be
magneto-optical trap, and measured the ac Stark splitting
duced by the trapping beams in the cesium ground state.
high reflectivity and the large angular aperture of the o
served DFWM signal significantly complement the possib
ity of its applications in spectroscopy and real-tim
holography.
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